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By Michael J. Garrison
The Undergraduate Association (UA) Council discussed
MIT- policy on drug use in Institute living groups during its final
meeting of the term Thursday.
The council did not, however, approve any guidelines because a
quorum was not present.
The discussion focused on the
role of the tutor as the first link
between the student and MIT in
drug-related incidents.
Robert A. Sherwood, associate
dean for student affairs, said, "I
am very happy to see the UA
grappling with this kind of issue," noting the importance of
maintaining a close relationship
between the residents and the tutors.
Sherwood said he did not "feel
comfortable with tutors or housemasters being put into [a policing
role]," but added that severe
problems should not be glossed
over.
"Parents wonder if tutors
know what goes on [and] what
responsibility . . . they have,"

Sherwood said, referring to several cases in the recent past in
which students were injured in
drug-related incidents.
He added, "I think we have
been lucky [no one has pressed
legal action] because we probably
would lose hands down in any of
these cases."
One of the biggest problems is
the lack of a clear written policy,
according to Margaret J. Keyser,
housemaster of Senior House.
Although students often do nott
know what disciplinary action
can be taken against them, she
said, "disciplinary options are [in
fact] very clear." Keyser emphasized the "student's right to know
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By Mathews M. Cherian
Last in a series on alternative
programs to Course VI.
The Departments of Physics
and Mathematics plan to introduce options next fall which will
provide alternatives to the Department of Electrical Engineering and -Computer Science
(EECS).
Professor Alan J. Lazarus '53,
physics undergraduate academic
officer, said the physics department will add a letter to its Bachelor of Science degree certifying
that the student has completed
the requirements for a physics
degree with an option in electrical engineering The option will
be "in effect a minor in electrical
engineering."
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Tufts Behnke to
lead admissions

By Robert E. Malchman
MIT will announce today that it has named the dean of undergraduate admissions at Tufts University to become admissions director at
the Institute.
Michael C. Behnke will become MIT admissions director on May 1,
according to a statement from the MIT News Office.
He replaces Peter H. Richardson '48, who retired last summer after
-12 years as admissions director.
Photo courtessy
MIT News.OfficelCalvin Campbeell

New director of admission s
Michael C. Behnke.

Students face fine
after fire

"Anytime there is a fire [in a
dormitory], we refer it to thie
ODSA for three possible actionss:
Craig H. Smith '85 and Yonald
Chery '88 were charged with the removal of the students from thie
house, declaration of the studentts
"fire started at MacGregor
-as
persona non grata in the do:rHouse" on Nov. 20 and the
"damage that was done" to the mitory residence system, an d
physical plant, said Lawrence -- [monetary] restitution," MaguiIre
Maguire, associate director of said.
At the beginning of the term, a
Housing and Food Services.
student
was declared persona no ,n
They faced a disciplinary hearing in the Office of the Dean for grata when he started a fire aat
Student Affairs (ODSA) Friday. Senior House.
Chery refused to comment c n
"As the Associate Director. . . I
filed a complaint with the Dean's the outcome of the hearing as Eie
(Please turn to page 6)
Office [against Smith and Cheryl
By Craig Jungwirth
MacGregor House residents

pro forma," Maguire said.

Associate Dean for Student
Affairs Robert A. Sherwood
would not comment on the outcome of the hearing because of
the Buckley Amendment on privacy and- MIT's privacy policy.
However, Sherwood said that
"the students will be required to
pay for the damages [caused to
MacGregor House]" which came
to "approximately $4500."

Behnke is new to the MIT community, and his background lies in
American studies- rather than engineering or science. His selection,
however, "doesn't represent a change of admissions policy," Vice
President Constantine B. Simonides said in an interview.
Behnke said he forsees no dramatic changes in the Admissions Office. He "didn't sense any desire to change the central focus" of MIT
away from engineering and science, he continued in an interview.
The new director hopes to broaden the Institute's appeal among
prospective applicants who may not be aware of the diversity of programs available at MIT, he said.
"If we can make a modest increase in enrollment in the humanities
and social sciences, -I think that would be excellent," Behnke said.
Restrictions on enrollment should be only a last resort to control
overcrowding in the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, Behnke declared. "I feel a strong commitment to freedom of choice" at MIT, he said.
Behnke has -not yet formed an opinion on whether restrictions
should occur before matriculation or after the freshman year, if MIT
must enact them, he said.
Behnke emphasized a desire to work on and improve the number of
minority and women students at MIT.
"Mr. Behnke was our enthusiastic first choice," Simonides said in
the statement. A faculty advisory committee unanimously recommended Behnke after interviewing a number of candidates, Simonides
continued.
The committee sought "a professional of high standing with demonstrated leadership experience in admissions. a research orientation,
(Please ture to page 2)
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I I stittute seeks noroe
By Harold A. Stern
tive action program for admitting
First in a series examining w
women, she noted: "There are no
men's issues at MIT
quotas.
The Admissions- Office is "oil
Jones claims that "women who
cially committed to increasing thhe apply are usually very strong to
Po-

Admissions statistics for the class of '88
Preliminary applications
Final applications Enrolled (7/84)

Number of
females
29881195
308

number of women" at MIT, acCertification for the letter by ,cording to Marilee Jones, assisphysics and EECS would require tant director of admissions.
taking three or four EECS subBut this does not mean wojects in addition to normal phys- men's applications are treated
ics curriculum, Lazarus said. differently The selection process
There is also a suggestion that is the same; applications of fethe project lab be done in the males are not separated from
EECS, department. There are no those belonging to males, Jones
new courses to be developed for said.
the degree.
MIT does not have an affirmaThese requirements are still under discussion, and full details
are expected next term. "We
hope that by next fall [the program] will be in place," Lazarus
By Brian Hou
said. The option will be discussed
- Dormitories on the west side of
by the full physics faculty in- the campus have been debating
near future.
changes in their dining options
The impetus for the electronics throughout the term, culminating
option came when members of in votes by MacGregor House
the physics department realized a students to go at la carte dining
number of students were interest- and by Baker House students to
ed in physics, but feared they modify their present commons
would not find jobs if they actu- system.
ally majored in the field, Lazurus
MacGregor students voted in.
said. But this fear is unfounded, favor of going b Ia carte on Dec.
he said.
4, according to McGregor conm"People felt a bachelor's de- mons committee, chairman Rob
gree in physics meant nothing. Kassel '86. Kassel plans to disThis [new option] will encourage cuss the house's preference with
people to major in physics and it MIT Food Services this Thursday.
will give them needed training in
"I want MacGregor to go ia a
the lab."
carte next term. It can be done,
The degree would be "doubly and it must be done. It will be
attractive" for the physics depart- unacceptable if it does not change
ment because it would take some next term," he remarked.
of the advising and thesis super"About two-thirds of the stuvision load off the EECS depart- dents voted," Kassel said.
(Please turn to page. 8)
(Please turn to page 9)
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rug

what happens to him if he breaks
a rule "
One student said that opinion
on the issue "is completely polarized, mostly along the lines of
user and non-user." He said a
substantial number of people in
his dormitory think public use of
drugs should be discouraged, but
private use is a matter of personal choice.
Another concern raised by the
council-involved the possibility of
drug activity being entered on
(Please turn to page 6)
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Totals
12465
5738
1076

Percentage
female
23.97
20.83
28.62

begin with; in a lot of ways stronger than men." Over 45 percent
of women applicants to last
year's entering class were accepted, while the rate for men was
only 28.4 percent.
-The Class of 1988 had 308
women out of 1076 students as of
July 25. MIT enrollment is "typical of most technical schools,"
which are usually one-fourth to

ne-third temale, Jones said.
The search for qualified womn students begins with a list purhased from the Educational
esting Service containing the
amnes of approximately ten
iousand of the top high school
udents in the country, based on
heir Preliminary Scholastic Aptiide Test scores.
"So many women out there
on't even consider MIT," Jones
aid. Many female high school
udents do not feel qualified to
pply to MIT, she said
"they
ofiften underestimate themselves."
When they file applications,
hiowever, "often, they are pleasaxntly surprised," Jones added.
"Every year we try do somethhing a little different," she said,
tco try to attract more women studiLents. Instead of mailing prosrpective students the booklet
1AfIT Today, the Admissions Of(Please turn to page 6)
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A Baker student orders breakfast on the commons point
system.
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Uate Association Drug Policy:
Acknowledging the existence of the special tutor-student rea-,
tionship in AMIT dorms, and recognizing that MIT students have
responsibility for the conduct of their. own affairs; the UA
Counecil recommends the following set of guideines to the,
Dean's Office.
1. -In a dorm, if a non-resident MlT employee explicity sees
a student using or selling, drugs, that employee is obliged to- ins
form the housemaster of that incident.
2. If.a student has a compaint about the use or presence ofdrugs, the student with. the complaint should contact a tutor. ant try go find a solutisn.
The tutor should speak to theoff'eners
, tothernozaint.-If -'no. sout'n .is ni then the tour should
<
.
.
..
h senter.
comba·;tct ~He`:~
stun
that,,
as
suspicion
has.
a
reasonable
osr
sets,
If
a
tutor
3.
dent Is using drugs, that tutor shou'd attembt. with the students'
to ind a.'sution to the -dirg.problem.,ff he students is aaig a
su^ec action, or faig to proeed wvith tbe-wsolution, the..tdfto
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should contact the housemaster.

L

, 4. If the housemaster becomes aware of.drugactivit-y, the,
housemaster should, talk- to the student navolved aid try to find
a solution to the problem.-In cases where. the student fails to,,
respond vavorably to thesootltion, or where the houseimaster
feels he is unable to handle the situation,, the housemater
should contact the Dean's Office. If this case involves the selliiig
of drugs, then the housemaster should recommend to the LDen's
Office that the student be sent to the Committee on Disciplines
Note l: If at any-time a student's life or academic abaility is
threatened, it is assumed that a student, trtonr, housemaster or
non-residentemployee of-MIT will notify the appropriate peopie (i.e. the Medical Department) for treatment of this student.
Note 2: It is strongly urged that tutor and housema-ster relay their particular interpretation of this set of guidelines to their
students, also making note of the fact that different houses, or
evenl.different tutors in the same house, amy have a different
interpretation of these guidelines.
If a tutor fels.tncon-fortable with his or her role as7 described in action 2 and 3-above, the tutor should imiediately
refer the matter to the housernaster. It is emphasized that tutors
who do-feel uncomfortable In such matters should inform students of their intended course of action in these matters.
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Behnlkce will take over as
director of admissions
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(Continued from page 1)

and a commitment to the MIT academic program and to excellence
and diversity in the student body," Chairwoman Sheila Widnal1 '60,
professor of aeronautics and astronautics, said in the statement.
Behnke received an AB degree cumn laude in American Studies at
Amherst College in 1965 and an MA in American Civilization from
the University of Pennsylvania in 1970.
Behnke has been dean of undergraduate admissions at Tufts since
1976. From 1971 to 1976, he served at Amherst as associate, dean of
admissions, lecturer in American studies and, in alternate years, dean

k
E!
rr
9

of freshmen.

Before 1971, he taught history in Massachusetts at the Northampton School for Girls and in Sierra Leone as a Peace Corps volunteer
from 1967 to 1969.
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Computer science and engineering grads
MIT gave you the opportunity to learn.
SSD gives you the opportunity to conltibute.
Smaill System Design designs and develops high periorma,ine processing engines for graaphics, communicaltions, and control applications. Being small, we offter a] combination of challenge, involvement, and
reysonsibility you're not likely to find anywhere else.
If you have anr entrepreneurial bent and want to
mature quickly in the industry, let's talk. Our representaitive will be on campus Tuesday, November 27 and
on Thursday, February 28, 1985. Make an appointment with the Office of Career Services (Room 12-170,
253-4733). If that's inconvenient, drop off your resume
eor send it to us at the address below.
vsmall system design, inc.
225A Lowell Road - Hudson. New Hampshire 03051 * 603-880-1322
Takirnglola,

Ir()ni Corncepltiorn to Prodcluction}
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INSIGNIA COFFEE MUG. The
ideal way to begin your busy
day is with a rich cup of coffee
in this unusual cup. 2-color seal
on crearm ceramic 'with 14K
gold accents.

5.95

HARVARD SQJARE

BOSTON

876-8900

367-6777

CENTRAL SOUARE

Plus 7other suburban locations to serve you!

teges couldn't get a better start.
3.50
INSIGNIA TOTE BAG of durable
-1 canvas, always handy.

$11

UNLIMITED FREE MILEAaE
Confirmed reservation required.

"Never a
Mileage Charge"

_s
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a matter of tradition, young pro-

Full Line of 1985 Chevrolets

492 3000

-- -

INSIGNIA BABY BOTTLE. When it's

-

-

All available at M.l.T. Student Center. Tech
Coop open Mon. - Sat. 9:15 to 5:30pm.
Coop Charge, Mastercard, Visa and Ameri.
can Express welcome.
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Too M uch
i
Reading Getting
(
You Down?

World
Iranians storm plane; hostages freed -

. . .

Thie Tech

Midnight Sunday, Iran-

ian security men disguised as service workers raided the hijacked Kuwaiti airliner at Mehrabad Airport, Teheran, freeing the last nine hostages on board, according to the press agency there. The four Arabspeaking hijackers were caught preparing to blow up the plane with
explosives near the fuel tanks. Gunfire erupted, and unconfirmed reports say one hijacker was wounded. All four were taken into custody.

Union Carbide assumes liability in chemical disaster -

I

The

Well, maybe it should. Today, our knowledge
is exploding so fast that people who want to
keep ahead are actually falling behind. There's
simply too much to read. Too much homework.
Too many books. Too many reports and memos.
What's the solution? Learn how to read faster
and better..
You can do it, too. So far, over 1,000,000
other people have done it. People with different
jobs, different IQ's, different interests, different
educations. Students, businessmen, housewives.
These people have all taken a course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator.
They have at least tripled their reading speed
with equal or better comprehension. Most have
increased it evten mnore. Some increased it 10,
even 20 times.
Think for a moment what that mneans.
Our average graduate.,can read the typical
niovel in less than two hours. They can read this
ad in 20 seconds. They can read an entire issue
of Time in 35 minutes.

temples have reopened; the peddlers are back. Union Carbide India
Ltd. announced today it would contribute $830,000 to a special relief
fund for the survivors of the Carbide insecticide leak. But in the cen-

tral Indian city of Bhopal, people are still recovering from the disaster. Over 2000 people died last week, and the toll continues. Onie Indian official accused, Union Carbide and other multinationals of
"declaring war on the Third World." But others questioned the country's general level of technical training and competence to deal with
modern processes.

W~eathern
PRain overhead -

Today will be rainy and foggy with highs of 4448. Rain will continue through the week, but the temperature will rise,
reaching 48-52 on Wednesday.
Thomas T. Huang

I

The M1IT Musical Theatre Guild
announces
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INDEPENDI:ENT ACTIVITIES PER1IOD
Classes at 380/402 Massachusetts Avenue

(3 minute walk from Student Center)

a

Outstarnding Situdent and Faculty Rates

i

for information cafl 237-3777

EVELYNS WOOD READING DYNAMICS INSTITUTE

IN25RMAEON:253-6294
One Hollis Street

A

They don't skip or skim either. They read every single word. Nor do they use machines. Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how fast they read.
And - mark this well - they actually understand more and remember more and enjoy more
than when they read like you. That's right. They
understand more. They remember rore. They
enjoy more.
This is the same course three Presidents have
had taught to their staffs. They same one Senators and Congressmen have taken, and the
same course successfully completed by thousands of persons in Boston and New England
over the past 23 years.
it's sex weeks long, 3 hours a week, with
classes held regularly in Boston and suburbs.
The IAP classes are tailored to fit the January
period. The classes will meet twice weekly for 3
weeks. 3 hours each meeting.
At a greatly reduced rate, you will receive the
regular Reading Dynamics course and the
nation-wide return privileges.

A URS Company
1
Wellesley, Massachusetts
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Dean for Student Affairs Shirley M. McBay, not content
with the restrictive policy on sexually explicit films she and her
office foisted on the MIT community last summer, has ignored
that policy for the opportunity to censor films at MIT,
McBay's unilateral actions prevent LSC from showing a sexually explicit film until at least next term. -They have so severely
damaged her credibility on the issue of sexually explicit films at
MIT, that she should remove herself from any further official
role in the matter, especially with the Ad Hoc Pornography
Screening Committee.
That committee was created by Mc)3ay's policy on sexually
explicit films which she formulated and enacted over the sumrner while no one was watching. She sought only token input
from the students for whose affairs she is supposedly dean.
The policy calls for the committee to consist of three LSC
members, three other students, three faculty members and
three staff members -all appointed by Mc~ay. The policy
charges the committee ";to develop or adopt criteria for those
sexually explicit films that may be shown on campus" and to
review the films to see if they meet the criteria. If a film fails
the criteria, it may not be shown in Kresge Auditorium or on
Registration Day or during Residence/Orienta-tion Week.
This policy of censorship was not enough to satisfy McBay
when LSC managed to fulfill its part-of the requirement. "The
.LSC or any other group planning to show sexually explicit
films must notify the ODSA of this intent at least six weeks
prior to the proposed showing date," according to the policy.
By McBay's own admission, LSC informed her "approximately six weeks in advance" of the planned Dec. 14 showing
of The Opening of Misty Beethoven, a sexually explicit film.
McBay then decided to "interpret" the policy to require six
weeks between committee review of the film and the proposed
date.
Mcl~ay's "interpretation" rendered her own policy meaningless and forced L.SC to postpone the film until Feb. 1. MeBay
then decided the ad hoc committee could not meet this term,
effectively forbidding a Feb.~I showing.
It is typical of McBay's performance throughout this- farce
that she hand-picked a chairwoman for the ad hoc committee
without a committee vote, and then insulted her choice by arrogating to herself the~ power to determine when, or if, the
committee will meet.
McBay's, only remaining respectable course of action is to
withdraw from future association with the ad hoc committee.
The committee should move to disassociate itself from McBay,
from her office and from her policies. At the very- least it
should report to the MIT Facilities. Use Committee in the Provost's Office, the proper group to oversee the committee.
Provost Francis F. Low -has remained strangely silent during
McBay's encroachment on his office's purview. He and his successor should make their opinions on the issue known and
bring to bear the weighit of their authority over MIT-facilities
to stop all attempts at censorship on campus.
The ad hoc committee should also reconstitute itself as a forum for negotiation of community members' views, and repudiate any power of censorship McBay irresponsibly imbued it
with.
Only in this way can the administration avoid further embarrassment- and recoup the loss of respect andl credibility that
McBay's' actions have engendered among students and other
members of the community. .
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Dean ICBay is acting as
self-appoi ted censor.
The Tech received a copy of this
letter to Dean McBay:
Dear Dean McBay:

I am appalled at your actions
regarding the Lecture Series
'Committee's request to show The
Opening of Misty Beethoven on
December 14, 1984 in room 26100. It smacks of censorship.
As part of your- job as Dean
for Student Affairs you are to enforce MIT's policy statement on
sexually explicit films. You were
correct to deny use of MIT facilities to the LSC, but your reasons
are horrendously faulty.
To quote the policy, "No Xrated or unrated sexually explicit
film should be shown without
prior review by this [ad hoc]
Committee" set up to develop criteria to judge such films and to
review such films.
On this ground your refusal
was indeed warranted. But your
statement to the LSC that they

pret the policy to your whim.
The committee members, if anyone, should interpret the policy,
--since they are the ones who will
have to deal with the filmns. They
also should be calling their own
meetings and choosing theirow
leadership'.
You are not authorized by the
policy to determine the commitice's structure nor to run it as
youl will. In short, you have acted
beyond your authority in refusing
This interpretation of the poli- to call a meeting of the commitcy is untenable. The policy states
tee and interpreting the policy to
'The LSC or any other group suit your desires.
planning to~show sexually explicit
You have become a censor, imfilms must notify the ODSA of
posing your will on the entire
this intent at least six weeks prior
MIT community: students, faculto the proposed showing date
ty, and staff. This is contrary to
[italics added)." It makes no
the philosophy of encouraging inmention of any six week period
dividualism and diversity among
regarding the review of a film by
the community. It is a sad day
the committee. Nor does it auwhen one person can impose her
thorize you to interpret it.
will on thousands of unwilling
Your position is to "appoint an
adults.
. ad hoc committee," not to interJohn T. Kohl '88
may not use MIT facilities
" .. because of a misinterpretation of the pornography policy"
is totally unwarranted. You stated you required "the date the
film was reviewed by the .. ,.
committee and the committee's
decision" along with the notice of
intent to show any sexually explicit film at least six weeks prior
,to the proposed screening of such
a film.
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Pornographic films lead to volumnce
against womens violate (P;- vlril r g.hts

To the Editor:
child abuse, kidnapping and
In other words any complaint is
prostitution and inhibit just enI am writing in response to
not that I am forced to view
forcement of laws against suchEric Berman's column of Dec. 7
these films, but that because as
["ODSA should allow porn movacts." (C. A. McKinnon, 1983)
the men in my community watch
ies at MIT"]'.
I will admit that his
them, as a woman I am targeted
At MIT, it is now well docuargument holds -A-basedon his
mented by women students, dorfor violence. This is discriminaassumptions. His column is very tory. The only thing we cannot
mitory housemasters, dormitory
valuable because it makes explicit
say is which individual women
tutors, and freshman faculty adassumptions, which form the ba- will be the recipients of the viovisors that sexual harassment and
sis of mosf-of the arguments for
lence.
abuse of women students occurs
immediately before and after the
pornography. These assumptions,
This brings me to the point of
showing of pornographic films.
however, do not reflect the reality
contention. Berman states, "If I
of women.
want to be a moral person, no
Women who were unclear about
The first assumption is that
one has any right to interfere
what pornography is have been
"noone who does not want to be with my pursuit of integrity in
coerced by peer pressure and by
insulted or disgusted need be."
any way (assuming that pursuit
force into seeing the films. AfterThis implies that the possible
does not infringe on others)."
ward women have been forcibly
harm (in Berman's case considthrown into showers, subjected
ered to be insult or disgust) is reI applaud this
a view
i
especialto detailed recounting of scenes
stricted in place and time to the
ly the part about infringing on
from the film and to an increase
showing of the films.
others. But it is precisely this
in sexually demeaning comments
A proliferation of scholarly
point which is the crux of the
and jokes. These and other ac-'
studies, many done by'real peranti-pornography movement.
tions clearly create an atmnosons of the male gender, have
Pornography, in all its forms, insphere which is specifically
shown that there is a positive corfringes on others - others in this
threatening to women. Even
relation between exposure to porcase being women.
without these actions, pornogranography and subsequent erotici"Pornography is a systematic
phy as a traditional event that
zat-ion of rape and violence
practice of exploitationdand subportrays the sexual, objectification
against women. To be explicit
ordination based on sex which kand abuse of women is in itself
about my assumptions, I do not
differentially harms women. The
harassrenet of women.
believe that pornography serves _bigotry and contempt it proMy objection to pornography
as an outlet for hatred of wommotes, with the acts of aggresis not an objection to some bad
en' but rather that it legitimates
sion it fosters, harm women's opideas floating around in some
and encourages those feelings of
portunities for equality of rights
people's heads, but to concrete
hatred, and actions which dem- in employment and education;
violations of women's civil rights.
onstrated
them
(e.ge
rape).
..
and
promote
rape,
battery,
I
Elizabeth,.J. Salkind '85
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To the Editor:
The recent break-in at the
GAMIT lounge shows that all
members of the MIT community
must work to reduce intolerance
and bigotry on campus. The effects of the break-in go beyond
theft, damage to property, and
the loss of irreplaceable historical
records. This incident damages
the atmosphere of respect, consideration,- and good judgment
that one expects to find at MIT.
We are disappointed to find
that some members of the community cannot discuss their opinions openly and honestly, but instead feel that they must hide
behind anonymous criminal violence. Harassment, vandalism,
and other violent acts are neither
appropriate nor tolerated in the
MIT community regardless of
what group is the target. Such
acts strike at the basis of the
community itself.
The hostility toward gay people
that the break-in and similar incidents represent must- be dealt
with~both collectively and individually. Gay Awareness Programs, Dean's Offce efforts, and
initiatives by students themselves
can address intolerance and big-

conmnunity

Fnti-re

otry campus-wide. We would also
welcome the opportunity to meet
in the Dean's Office with the individuals responsible for the damage. We invite their help in resolving the underlying hostility
that expresses itself in damage

To the Editor:
Imagine my shock! While
reading Thomas Huang's article
on alcohol on campus, I discover
that the Tank speed drinking
competition is a social event that
centers solely on the consumption
of alcohol. BAH! Hrumpf!
Hrumpf! Mr. Huang must be an
uninformed freshman who has
never experienced the beauty, glory and honor of the Tank competition, an MIT tradition as hallowed as the Great Dome itself.
How dare he even imply that
tank revolves around alcohol or
even suggest that the ODSA remove this competition?
It is intuitively obvious to even
the most casual observer that the
focus of Tank is the drive for excellence and the spirit of human
competition which truly exemplify our American values. I don't

know about the rest of the MIT
community, but I am not going
to sit around and listen to Mr.
Huang bad mouth the United
States of America.
Tank is competition in its purest form. Hundreds of students
Join together in the spirit of
teamwork to achieve a common
goal, victory at any cost. What
other MIT, tradition has such a
unifying effect upon the student
body of MIT? How many hundreds more students watch Tank
than attend our homecoming
g-ame? Or for that matter, go to
the homecoming ball? Isn't this
the unified student body that our
insipid Undergradulate Council
keeps claiming to strive for?
Mr. Huang is wrong! (Or is it,
Wrong is Huang?)
Patriotically yours,
Dennis Sacha '84

SU11111crily
Many people look forward to
these parties quite a bit. Students
need these parties. When they are
closed down at I am, MIT is not
merely taking away our party, but
they closing down our social life
- they are saying NO MORE
FUN.
Doesn't the ODSA realize that
this is wrong - take the alcohol
if necessary, but don't say '"Okay
kiddies, fun's over, time for
bed. . ." Don't treat the students
like children, because we're not.
Will the Dean's Office please
explain to the student body why
we all have to go to bed at one?
How about it, MIT - what's the
reason - there has to be one,
right? But until you provide us
with one, don't take our fun
away.
Gregg Berman 187

with alcohol, so be it. If they are
worried about drunk driving even
though almost all of the dorms
are in walking distance from
most parties, fine with me. I do
not go to parties to drink - I go
to have fun.
It is no secret that the social
life at MIT is less than ideal - in
fact it is sometimes horrendous.
During the week, most people are
simply overwhelmed by problem
sets, term papers, test and quizzes. The academic pressure is
very high and students need an
outlet. Only once or twice a
week, on a Friday or Saturday
night, do students get a break
from their studies. Parties are
one of the few opportunities for
students to truly socialize with
each other and wind down from
the week's fast-paced activities.

MESSIAH SING
Dec. 14th
4-6 pm
Student Center
Center Lounge
L
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NOW AT SAVINGS OF $10 TO $30
HP 11: SCIENTIFIC C<ALC:ULATOR. A powerful and portable unit with 21 built-in memory registers and a
maximum of 203 program lines. Includes complex
trigonometric and statistical functions as well.
LIMITED TIME OFFER. Purchase the HP llC and receive an 11C solutions handbook at no additional
charge.

Cromp. Value 84.95

Sale 5.95

HIP 12C PRO>GR@AMMABLES FINANCIAL CALCULATOR.
Features 99 program lines and 20 built-in memory
registers. Business functions include Amortization,
Bond, Yield-to-Maturity, Net Present Value and Internal Rate-of-Return as well as statistical functions.
Sale 94.95

Reg. 109.95

HP I5I AD)VANC:ED
448 program lines
and a redefinable
ations, numerical
tions.

PROGRAMMABLE SCIENTIFIOC.
with 67 built-in memory registers
keyboard. Includes matrix operintegration and statistical funcSale 94.95

Reg.s109.95

HP 16c ADVANCED PRO: GRAMMABLE FOR THE
COMPUTER SCIENTIST. Features 203 program lines,
l01 memory registers and conditional tests with bit
manipulation, Boolean operators and number base
operations.
Sale 94.95
Reg. 109.95
HP 41CV ADVANCED
PROGRAMMABLE. Features 2,237 bytes of main
memory, 128 built-in functions and the potential
for expansion to 3,10C5
bytes of main, 6,437
bytes of mnaximum memory (some configuration
as the HP 41CX). Optional
rechargeable battery
and AC adapter available.
Reag. 199.95
Sale 189.95
HP 41CX reg. 299.95
Sale 269.95

Sponsered by Lutheran/Episcopal Ministry
253-2983
THE MIT MUSICAL THEATRE GUILD
announces

AUDITIONS
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Monl. & Tues. January 7 & 8,

Riding Apparel, 292 Boylston St.. Boston
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7-9 PM

Second Floor Student-Center
Please bring a prepared song.
For information call 253-6294.
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FROM HEWLETT-PACKARD

and destruction.
Kenneth B. Rodway '88
Michael Sullivan
Edward Barton G
Michael R. Gretzinger '83
Executive Board
Gays at MIT

close dowvn campus parties at 1 am
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter to discuss something I feel is of great
importance - the sudden shift of
the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs policies on student
affairs. At the East Campus party, the Saturday before last, the
Campus Police closed the party
down at I am. I feel that this is
not only a bad decision on the
part of the Administration, but
also an infringement of students'
rights.
At one o'clock all parties on
campus must be stopped -why?
The ODSA has not given us any
reason for this sudden change in
policy. For years, the students of
MIT have been left to their own
affairs and all has worked well.
Many people came to MIT for
this freedom, and MIT is taking
it away.
Perhaps the reason is alcohol.
The country is pressing for a
national drinking age of twentyone. This would render 75 percent of the undergraduates at
MIT under the legal drinking
age. If this is the problem, then
why doesn't MIT take away the
alcohol from all parties at I am?
I am sure that the people both
running the party and attending
it would rather a dry party after
I than no party at all. If the
administration thinks that students capable of coming to MIT
are not able to control themselves
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Tank contest a great
Amnerican tradition
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Students discuss
UA's drugI policy
(Continuedfrom page 1)
permanent Institute records,
which could be accessed by future prospective employers.
"You are the only one who has
the right to give out your records," Sherwood said. Psychiatric records, which are protected
by law, are even harder to access,
he noted. They are often kept
"sketchy" and thus if a student
waives his rights, the sessions are
still semi-private, according to
Sherwood.
Another speaker said students
and tutors might hesitate to follow any guideline which involves
reporting problems to the Dean's
Office because the deans are often called upon to play the separate roles of counseling and discipline.
One person commented,
"Counseling [by the deans] is un-

I

~~·_

I_~~~

2

_

_

_~~~~

I----

I~~~d_
-

-

fortunately invisible" behind the
much more recognizable disciplinary functions.
Sherwood said he was "delighted that no one suggested that [in
this type of complex problem]
discipline is the answer."
The UA also discussed a possible change in the universal class
constitution which would-establish a default policy on the class

ring committee. The policy would
require committee members to
pay the class some portion of the
value of the free rings which
committee members traditionally
receive from the ring companies.
In addition, the council raised
the possibility of paying students
to work on the Student Committee on Educational Policy Course
Guide. SCEP is not publishing
the guide for spring term because
of lack of student participation.

N1 IT has no affirmTative
action policy for women
(Continuedfrom page I)
fice this year sent a humanities
brochure, titled Liberal Educa-

planned another Women's Weekend this year, because of the cost.
The office reconsidered-its deci-

tion at MIT.

sion, however, because of feed-

One-third more women responded to the mailing than did
last year, according to Jones, to
yield the highest number of preliminary applications ever received from women.
"We hope to get the number of
applications up, and let the selection process take its course,"
Jones said.
The office then sends applicants Women at MIT, a pamphlet expressing women's perspectives on life at MIT. Jones
admits, however, that "we don't
do a whole lot ... before admitting them."
The major concern of the Admissions Office is convincing
those women who are accepted to
attend. Last year, only 56 percent
of these women enrolled.
Women students and faculty
members contact admitted students through letter-writing campaigns and telethons.
The Admissions Office encourages women considering applying
to visit for a weekend. "Not as
many women stay overnight as
men," Jones said.
Seventy 'percent of overnight
visitors eventually decide to at-

back from last year's participants, according to Jones.

Tech photo by Michael Halle

A god's eye view: This giant TV was created in McDermott Court Sunday by a group
of Words, images, and Graphics (4.870) students. The image, constructed out of
garbage bags and two miles of videotape, was inspired by the ancient Nacca Indian
drawings of South America.
"
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Students face ODSI % hearing
Smith could not be contacted
for comment.
Robert M. Randolph, associate
dean for student affairs, was a
witness for Chery. He spoke with
the students after the hearing and
said, "The students said the outcome of the hearing was 'very

(Continuedfrom page ID
had "not received a formal letter" from the ODSA. However,
he had learned of the ODSA's
tentative decision in a meeting
the same day.
The results of the ODSA and
the Third District Court of Cambridge decisions "could be two
totally different things," he said.
But "one [the ODSA decision]
may help the other," he added.
-

--

reasonable.'"

"My hope is that the fact that
we have taken serious disciplinary
action will ... encourage lenien-

cy ...
[or the Third District
Court of Cambridge will] possibly dismiss the charges ... or reduce charges," Sherwood said.
He also said that he will appear
in court- on Jan. 11 on behalf of
the students.
"[But] we intend to make it
very clear that we are not going
to tolerate fires that endanger the
lives of campus residents," he
added.
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tend, while the overall enrollment
rate is only 60 percent.
"Putting students in the prefrosh stage and getting them
combining with students and faculty here," Jones said, "does the
best possible job of educating
them about life here at MIT."
4itsltenptrD

This year's freshman class had
more women than ever before an increase of 60 over the previous class. The primary reason

for the increase, according to
Jones, was the Women's Weekend
held last April. 163 admitted
women attended the event.
"This was an amazing number," Jones claimed, "because we
only gave them 16 days to decide
to participate."
The Office of the Dean for Student Affairs had originally not
.
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Ifyou know how to point, you already know how to use
Macintosh;.the most advanced Apple * Personal Computer.
No more wasted hours pouring through tedious manuals. No
more complicated computer commands.
Because Macintosh lets you concentrate on whatyou want
done. Not on how to get a computer to do it
So come intoday and learn everything you
need to know about Macintosh.
But don't plan on spending too much time.
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Macintosh is a trademark licersed to Apple Computer Inc. ~ 1984 Apple Computer Inc.
Apple and the Apple logo are registred rademarl of ple Computer Inc.
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MIT Symphony Orchestra, with guest conductor Alan Yamamoto, Kresge Auditorium, Dec. 8.
The MIT Symphony Orchestra displayed some of their best playing ever during the first half of last Saturday's concert.
The evening began with the Passacaglia
from Britten's Peter Grimes. The solo
viola playing of Wilson Hsieh was outstanding and the balance of the orchestra
as a whole was impressive, magnifying the
dramatic effect of this music-with-a-tale.
As we proceeded along Britten's tour of
Grimes' psyche, the instruments of the orchestra explored his inner thoughts with
moments of unease on strings, chirpiness
on winds to be dissipated by a returning
solo viola carrying aloft a sustained poignancy.
But the concert's triumph came with the
second work, Ravel's Schbh&razade, performed with mezzo-soprano Tamara Mitchel. Mitchel's singing was enhanced by
crisp pronunciation of the work's rapturous French words, and heightened by subtle orchestral coloration to add perspective
to the drama of her voice. It was here that
orchestral balance was most effectively
maintained; there was particular beauty to
the ever changing hues of the winds. The
strings showed that they could play with a
silky softness, rising to surround particular words which were further accented and
colored by winds. At once a thousand
delicate impressionistic images were summoned as Mitchell sung of poetry and of
beauty in the first song, "Asie"; but as the
subject turned to death and hate, the
strings darkened, knife-sharp control propelling-them to an exhilarating crescendo.
The storm subsided, dissipating as easily
as it had arisen, shimmering strings evoking a freshness in the air and a glowing
harp tickling the sensibilities further as the
song came to its end.
"La Flfite Enchant6e" saw further magical wind work, a gentle flute wending
through a darkness of strings to be met by
an entering oboe. Mitchell's singing spoke
of mystery, the flute returning with its gen-
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tle beauty as the soft night wind blew on
in the strings. The concluding song,"L'indifferent," was stunning too: The fluency
and control of Mitchel's singing combined
with a technical discipline and heart-felt
absorption in the music that we have come
to associate with the MIT Symphony Orchestra at its best.
The concert concluded with a performance of Tchaikovsky's Symphony No. 5.
The beginning was thoughtful, with particularly colorful playing on clarinet. The
wind melodies at the start of the second
movement were beautifully played too.
But during the second movement, things
started to fall apart; the string section lost
the sense of organization they had so effectively exhibited earlier, and the strings
and winds seemed to go off in different directions.
But the symphony ended on an upbeat,
powerful and sharp brass thrusting us into
a splendid crescendo followed by a majestic string reprise and a tremendous finale.
IJnnathrn Riehmnnds

Tech Photo by Poh Ser Hsu
Tamara Mitchell takes a well-deserved
bow after singing Ravel's Scheherezade Saturday with the MIT Symphony Orchestra.

Pro Arte MIessiah elating
Messiah, performed by the Pro Arte
Chamber Orchestra of Boston (Larry Hill,
Music Director), and the Back Bay Chorale; Dec. 5, Sanders Theater.
George Frideric Handel received tradi'tional German musical training, but when
he first heard Italian opera he was totally
captivated and quickly became a master of
this genre. One of his greatest triumphs is
his Messiah, an emotional piece with text
taken from the New Testament.
In blissful ignorance, I approached the
theatre expecting to be inundated with
Italian, or worse yet, Latin. Much to my
surprise, Messiah is entirely in English.
The gentleman sitting next to me explained
that Handel had been Kapellmeister for
George, Elector of Hanover, in Germany.
However, -when George became King of
England, Handel moved to London and
stayed there.
Everyone knows Messiah. Even if you
think you have never heard it, you probably have. The first part includes the famous canon that begins, "For unto us a
child is born..." The second part con-

cludes with the well-known Hallelujah
Chorus. I was rather shocked when everybody stood during this chorus. Even if it
had particular religious significance, I was
surprised that so many people would stand
through it. The kind gentleman next to me
once again took pity on me and explained
that King George was so moved by the
Hallelujah chorus when he first heard it
that he rose from his seat. And when the
King stands, so does the rest of the court.
So began a tradition began that continues
to this 'day.
The Back Bay Chorale gave a wonderfully moving rendition of Messiah. The
80- strong ensemble also did a great job of
making the words surprisingly easy to understand. The Pro Arte was kind enough
to include a libretto along with the program, so that we could follow the piece
more easily.
Larry Hill, who conducts the Chorale as
well as the Pro Arte, staggered the various
voices across the stage. Traditionally, one

.

has sopranos in one section, altos in another, etc. Hill's arrangement was not random, although it was not typical. It generated a fuller sound than there would
otherwise have been, and was well suited
for this particular piece.
The orchestra has a difficult task in a
piece like this. The music is at least as important as the words, but cannot overpower them if the piece is to work as a whole.
The Chorale was miked for added power,
but sometimes I thought that I heard
slight delays between the actual voices and
amplified sound. This was not a big problem considering that it bought clarity and
a more powerful sound.
The major difficulty with the Messiah is
its length. It's in English, true; and spiced
liberally with very powerful moments, but
it's several hours of oratorio, nonetheless.
There are those who would call it blasphemy to say so, but there were times when I
was bored, as well as times when I was
glued to my seat.
Overall, the Pro Arte and the Back Bay
Chorale combined to produce a technically
profocient and exciting performance.
There are few oportunities for the MIT
student to take the time to nourish his culture-starved spirit. This performance was
well worth the time and was a enlightening
experience. The next performance by the
Pro Arte is during IAP. I will certainly be
there.
For unto us a child is born,
unto us a son is given:
and the government
shall be upon his shoulder;
and his name shall be called:
Wonderful, Counselor,
Almighty God, the everlasting Father,
the Prince of Peace.
Pro Arte's next concert is Sunday, January
13 at 3 pm at Sanders Theater, Cambridge, a few minutes walk from Hdarard
Square. The program will include works
by Mozart, Schumann, and Hoffman.
Tickets are $10; for more information, call
661-7067.
Scott I. Chase
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Logarhythms natural
*Jazz
Festival v vins
The Logarhythms of MIT, in concert with
They sang poorly and unemotionally.
the U. Penn Quaker Notes and the Smith
College Smithereens, 34-101, MIT Jazz
Festival, Kresge Auditorium; Dec. 8.
A good time was in the making for all
when fortunate members of the MIT community gathered in 34-101 to hear the
Logs (and their guests) strut their stuff.
The Smithereens started the performance with stylish renditions of favorite
songs, only surpassing their harmonious
singing with their fabulous sense of humor; no song was without its schtick.
For an all-women's singing group they
display an amazing amount of balance.
Their bass section (both of them) was exceptionally strong. I didn't feel as if I had
turned up the treble knob on the stereo of
life - for this alone .they deserve the highest praise.
The Logs took the floor next. This came
as a bit of a surprise since the hosting
group generally takes the last spot. The
reason was soon clear, however, as three or
four more Quaker Notes arrived mid-performance.
"What Shall We Do with the Drunken
Sailor?" was the first song on the Logs'
menu of melody for the night. This perennial Log favorite gets better every time I
hear it - this instance was no exception to
monotonicity of the Log function.
I was most taken with the Log's secularity. For balance "Hava Nagilah" was performed well - the audience was entreated
to "pretend I'm Jewish" by the introducing Log; and they did indeed sing with not
a little yiddisher chein. The Logs then
picked up on a newly rising 'Tute tradition
and sang their very own "non-denominational holiday song."
The Logs, of course, are as famous for
their off-beat acting as for their singing.
What seems to cast them apart from other
barbershop groups is the impression that
their performance is in fact no act at all:
they're like that for real. The skit "Star
Trek II: The Wrath of Dhan" was a spoof
worth recall. Becker clutched his camera
much more closely after two Logs angry at
excessive flashing emptied the contents of
the luckless camera of another member of
the audience.
The Logs swung into "Arise Ye Sons of
MIT" followed immediately by "Take me
Back to Tech," both slick, funny, but
above all warm-blooded and cohesive.
Logs concerts, somehow, seem to evoke
the very essence of MIT and create a sense
of unity of magical dimensions; their energy and lack of pretension speak of their
home school. Logs don't register for Logs
Cosmetics 100; these Logarhythms are
natural.
The concert ended with The University
of Pennsylvania Quaker Notes. They must
be complemented on their costuming. If
that old lady ever looks in her attic for her
1920's clothing again she will be very disappointed. Unfortunately their singing
wasn't nearly as colorful as their clothes.

Since they had just arrived from Pennsylvania perhaps they were tired. However
their choreography also was lacking as was
their humorous content. Jokes came only
between songs - never within. Since they
are an island of a cappella singing amidst
the desolation of Pennsylvania perhaps
they know of nothing better.
Meanwhile... Lichtman, who had been
performing with MIT's Concert Jazz Band
was your man on the scene during the first
portion of the MIT Jazz Festival at Kresge
Auditorium. Both the MIT crew of which
he is a member and Tufts' Jazz Ensemble
played sets of relatively mainstream music,
employing voicing and dynamics to display
their proficiency and create excitment. He
left the stage, muttering something about
his guitar neck needing re-alignment.
Richmond, having been "taken back to
technology", disappeared from 34-101 for
a sprint past the non-denomenational holiday shrub to take a peek at the jazzy goings on in Kresge where the second half of
the concert was in full swing.
The MIT-Bone Band put on a lively display. Only during brief moments was the
limited tonal variety and range of an alltrombone ensemble evident; even this
weakness was superceded by the unhurried, melodious arrangements of popular
tunes (from the past and present). The
Bones were followed by a super revved-up
MIT Festival Jazz Ensemble under the benevolently watchful eye of Herb Pomeroy.
The Ensemble recently won the country's
major student jazz competition at Notre
Dame jointly with the New England Conservatory and Rutgers; no small triumph
considering that the Conservatory is producing future professionals.
The Ensemble more than amply showed
why they were winners: It was easy to get
caught up in their vital rhythms and revel
in their soul, while appreciating the intellectual qualities of the far from mainstream offerings too. This was especially
pleasing since most of the compositions
performed by the Ensemble were originals
created by band members and acquaintances. The ballad "Turn," by Jamshied
Sharifi '83 - currently a graduate student
at Berklee College of Music - exemplified
a combination of beauty and ecclecticism
that makes MIT's premier jazz band
prominent both in competition and in performance at home too. Among a number
of notable solo performances, Ray Zepeda
'87 was quite outstanding: In Zapeda's
hands, the saxophone did amazing things.
The only question of the evening was why
there were only three or four soloists
throughout the concert. Part of the excitement of jazz is in experiencing the creative
input of many of the performers, not just
the most technically proficient.
Ronald E. Becker
Scott Lichtman
Jonathan Richmond

Banchetto Messiah flawed
Messiah, performed by Banchetto Musicale; music directorMartin Pearlman, soloists Nancy Armstrong (soprano), Mary
Westbrook-Geha (mezzo-soprano), Frank
Kelley (tenor) and James Maddalena (baritone); Dec. 7, 8 pm at Jordan Hall.
Banchetto Musicale was founded by
Martin Pearlman in 1973. They specialize
in original instrument performances of
early music, and were the first to perform
Messiah on original instruments in Boston. Hence, I went to the concert with
great expectations. I was disappointed.
Martin Pearlman used 23 singers for the
chorus. This is on the small side, resulting
in less majesty and power in the chorus
sections, particularly in the Hallelujah
Chorus, and the finale, "Amen"' than I
would have preferred (I was near the back
of the hall. It was probably better nearer
the front). Nevertheless, the chorus put on
by far the best performance of the evening. They sang with verve, precision, and
enthusiasm.
Nancy Armstrong disappointed me the
most. The aria "I know that my Redeemer
liveth" should bring tears to one's eyes, but
this performance left me cold. The same
holds for "Come unto him all ye that labor." Mezzo-soprano Mary Westbrook-

Geha did put on a creditable burst in the
alto air "He was despised and rejected,"
but otherwise tend to be swamped by the
overpowering strings, and a trifle uncomfortable with her material.
It was in the bass air "Why do the nations rage so furiously together" that Banchetto Musicale bettered the performance
by the MIT Choral Society. The tempo is
just right, and baritone James Maddalena
put on a solid performance. Trumpeter
Bruce Hall had great difficulty in the bass
air "The trumpet shall sound," causing a
great number of raised eyebrows. However, it should be noted that the period trumpet, a valveless one, is a very difficult instrument to play, all harmonics being
controlled by the lips. In summary, I felt
that the soloists need to sing more expressively, and that this work should be performed in a more reverberant, warmersounding hall, such as the Sanders Theatre.
Poh Ser Hsu
For those who like original instrument
performances, I would recommend Christopher Hogwood's performance on the
L'Oiseau-Lyre Label. Mly favourite Messiah overall, though, remains is still Robert
Shaw's recording on Telarc.
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MathA Physics to
offer VI options
couraged the mathematics department to proceed," said Associate Professor John M Guttag,
chairman of the Course VI-3
committee.
"Requirerments are quite stringent," Munkres said. Students
who follow the new degrees will
have to take four Course VI subjects as well as the normal mathematics requirements.
The department will require
two new joint offerings with computer science in Course XVIII Theory of Algorithms and Theory of Computation along
with Structure and Interpretation
of Computer Programs (6.001),
Artificial Intelligence (6.034), and
two additional Course VI subjects chosen by the student from
a list.
The department developed the
program in response to a "group
of students whose needs it would
serve best," Munkres said. Many
students already double major in
computer science and mathemat-

(Continued fromn page 1)
ment, and it would give many of
the people in experimental physics the experience they need in
circuitry, Lazarus said.
This option could also appeal
to potential EECS majors who
are interested in physics.
The Department of Mathematics is developing a degree which
could appeal to students interested in mathematics and computer
science.

The Committee on Curriculum
approved the mathematics department's alternative to Course
VI, a new degree entitled "Bachelor of Science in Mathematics
with Computer Science," according to Professor James R.
Munkres.
The Committee on Educational
Policy, the faculty, and the MIT
Corporation must approve the
proposed mathematics program
before it can become a degree.
This is because, unlike the physics option, the mathematics pro'
gram is not just an option for an
existing degree.
'"The program is an alternative
for people seriously interested in
math and computer science," he
said.
The new degree is "not a joint
program [with Course VINf
Mlunkres said. The program was
developed by Assistant Professor
Thomas Leighton and Associate
Professor Michael Sipser, who
both specialize in theoretical
computer science in the mathematics department.
"The VI-3 committee felt the
proposed program would offer
students a solid education in the
core of computer science and en-

ics.

In addition the new major
would help attract a "certain subset of people who are interested
in both fields, but think they
should be in Course VI," he said.
"We have already had a lot of
inquiries about the program,"
Munkres added. He also recommended that sophomores who
may be interested should take
Differential Equations (18.03),
6.001 and either Linear-Algebra
(18.06) or Abstract Linear Algebra (18.710) in their sophomore
year.
I
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SOFNWARE DEVELOPMENT
OPPOIRIUNITIES AT
M lORQOSOF

ask about
discount
card

l

MICROSOFT CORPORATION is seeking EXCEPTIONAL SYSTEMS DESIGN
PROGRAMMERS to work on multitasking operating systems, networking, advanced
compilers, interactive systems, graphics, prod uctivity app]licastions and more. You'l I
be working with hardware such as the Macintosh and other 16- and 32-bit micros
(286, 8086, 68000), so new some of it hasn't been publically introduced. You'll work
with an extrordinary development system, top minicomputers and mainframes
such as DEC-20, PDP I1, VAX, and SLUN 68000 nmachines. Come to Mlcrosoft and
go to work on projects to propel the whole microcomputer industry forward. At
Microsoft we make things happen. Here you'll be part of the development effort to
bring state-of-the-art technology to the "real" world .

the bicycle workshop
your alternative to high prices
876-6555
259 Mass Ave
i

Adw
NEW ElTAGLANDTRAOITION

~~~.lhbes

D
HYARVARI
COQPERATIVE
SOCIETY
I

--
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SKATE
SHARPENING
while you wait

1

All availlable at M.l-T. Student Center. Tech Coop
open Mon. - Sat. 9:15 to 5:30 pm. Coop Charge,
Mastercard, Visa and American Express welcome.

& Ladiess

COWBOY
"

BOOTS

TONY LAMA
JUSTIN DAN POST

Microsoft took the lead at the beginning of the microcomputer software industry.
Our first product, Microsoft BASIC became the most widely-used software in the
world...And it still is. We have set the standards in research, design, development,
and marketing ever since. aW~le work on projects that come to fruition today. And our
peopleare influencing the way software will looktomorrow.Wewantprogrammers
who will create Microsoft High Performance Software.

ACME
DINGO
TEXAS
DURANGO
FRYE

Starting at S59.50

To make a good thing better, Microsoft is pleasantly located in Bellevue~centerof a
scenic playground and just across the lake from Secattle.

Rtdcng Apparel, 292 Boylston St.. Boston
.~~

~

i

.

i

STUDENT

Microsoft seeksexceptional systems programmers with top skills, top grades and
achievements; who have demonstrated talent in software development and
systems programming through relevantexperince ssuch as summeremployment,

MOONLIGHTERSffl
HOLIDAY grmtn $$$$$'

work at a camnpus computer center; graduate research and/orotherprofessionaI
work experience, possessing a sound baseoftechnical knowledgeand showing an
eagerness to learn and grow. If you meetthese quslifications, you deserve to work
with the best! Microsoft offers an excellent compensation package. Explore the
possibilities by sending a letteror resume in confidence to: JoAnnw RhaijTechniscal
Recruiter, MICROSOFT CORPORATION, 10700 Northup Way, Box 97200, Bellevue,

for YOU on these TERRIFIC 2 mo. long
'temp' ;obs starting in December. TAKE the
XT'to Boston, and learn to process Medical
Insurance Claims forms. Work either a
4:30-8:30pm or 5-9pm shift. You'll keep
those $$$$$rolling in thru the holidays and
beyond! You could even process claims
forms every couple of months throughout
the WHOLE year, if you like! Call or come
In TODAY!
Cambridge
Boston
1430 Mass Ave
120 Trenont ST.
354-7215
357-8300

Washington 98009. We are an equal opportunily employer.

I\/ICRMOSFT
High Performance Software

Office
specialists
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Baker, Macl Gregor vote for change
(Continuedfrom page 1)

"Three-quarters of them wanted

a la carte next term."
Baker residents have been discussing modifications in the commons system since October, according to, Lenny Tender '86,
chairman of the commons committee of Baker House.
About 85 percent of the house
residents voted in favor of the
changes on Oct. 18, rather than

the option of going a la carte,
said Tender.
Baker House students demand-

ed several modifications in the
commons system, including a salad bar dinner, a steak option,
and the availability of hamburgers and cold sandwiches at a la
carte prices during dinner.
The first change in the dining
options, at Baker "has been the
implementation of ar la carte service every Friday evening, starting
on Nov. 30,'" said Tender. "H~amburgers and cold sandwiches have
been served according to students' demand," he continued.
. According to Anne Pitcher,
manager of Baker dining hall,
the change to az la carte on Friday
evening heas been very successful.
"The number of servings on the
first Friday night of a' la carte was
tripled," she said.

"The steak option will also be
implemented next term, although
it will be charged slightly higher
than commons rate," she added.

_

no X~~~~~~~r>__:
ohm-Ace
cnalrman
at
mvccormklCc.

Pitcher added that the physical
structure of Baker's dining hall
impedes a la carte service. "There
isn't enough space in the kitchen
to appropriately accommodate all
the salad bar, drinking machines,

As_~_#

McCormick Hall voted on

their commons vs. a la carte din-

Kassel said remodelling the
MacGregor dining hall to make it
more suitable for is among "the
topics I want to discuss in this
coming meeting. We might use
partitions to separate drinking
machines, salad bar from dining
hall, so we can monitor the students."
McCormick has not taken any

r
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Read?' (193), 'Superman and
Ih Electros~uthanaslcz RayS a142) &
'COomy Conceitdd 1943). 30 mm

Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New England's largest
translation agency, located a block north of the
Central Sq. subway station.

For application and test
translation call Ms. Desormeaux

L

Linguistic Systems, Inc.
116 Bishop Allen Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139
r
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TOSHIBA XR-Z5OK COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Digital audio disc with front loading operation, quick
search, variable fast forward, reverse and timer play.
function.
Reg. 429.95
-NOW 399.95

- not including members of
the armed services are,
now living overseas. These
people are engaged in nearly
everypossible
activity... construction, engineering, sales, transportation,
secretarial work, accounting,
manufacturing, oil
refining, 'teaching, nursing,
government, etc.-etc. And
many are earning $2,000 to
$5,000 per month...or more!
To allow you the opportunity to apply for
I overseas employment, we
nave researched and compiled a new and exciting directory an overseas employment. Here is just a sample
of what our International
I Employment Directory
covers.
(1). Our International
Employment Directory lists
dozens of cruise ship companies, both on the east and
west coast. You will'be told
what type of positions the
cruise ship companies hire,.
such as deck hands,
restaurant help, cooks,
i bartenders, just to name a
few. You will also receive
several Employment Application Forms that /you
may send directly to the
companies you would like to
work for.
I (2). Firms and organizaI tions employing all types of
personnel in
Australia,

I
I
I

Designed for the discriminating listener.
Frequency response
equals 10-20,000. hz.
and includes a 6' Ytype cord with ministereo plug and l/"
stereo adapter.
Reg. 19.95 NOW 14.96
Choose from many
Pickering Headphones
as low as 5.95.

- I-~

S

_

NAME

- .~

-

ment Drectory is sent to you
with this guarantee. If for
any reason you do not obtain
overseas employment or you
are not satisfied with the job
offers...simply return our
Directory within 90 days and

we'll refund your money promptly...no questions asked.

please print

ADDRESS__--

.

CITY.

APT #__A
STATE

--

ZIP

International Eidployment Directory 1984

card. Viso and American Express
HARVARD
,welcome. Harvard Square storeCOOPERATIVE
open Mon. - Sat. 9:20 to 9pm, SunSOCIETYO
days noon. to 7 p.m.
.r

Back Guarantee
Our International Employ-

Directory.

St., Boston Coop Charge, Master-

Ifall.o
-:

Pacific, The Far East, South
America...nearly every part
of the free world!
(3). Companies. and
Govern m ent agencies
employing personnel in nearly every occupation, from
the unskilled laborer to the
college trained professional
man or woman.
(4). Firms and organizations engaged in foreign construction -projects, manufacturing, mining, oil refining,
engineering, sales, services,
teaching, etc., etc.
(5). How and where to apply for overseas Government
jobs.
(6). Inform ation about
summer iobs.
(7). You will receive our
Employment
Opportunity
Digest...jam-packed with information about current-job
opportunities. Special sections features news of
overseas construction projects, executive positions
and teaching opportunities.
90 Day Money

Please send me a copy of your International Employment
Diretory. I understand that I may use this information for 90
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, I may return
your Directory for an immediate refund. On that basis I'm
enclosing $20.00 cash.... check.... or money order.... for your

M.l.T. Student Center, Children's
Medical Center and One Federal

*zz jE.

.1

International Employment Directory
131 Elma Dr. Dept. T21
Centralia, WA 98531

PICKERING DA-203

All available at Harvard Square,

::n

__I

ORDER FORM

HEADPHONES
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WORLD-SIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN!
JAPAN - EUROPE - AFRICA - AUSTRALIA*- THE SOUTH
PACIFIC - SOUTRE AMERICAA - THE FAR EAST.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALA'RIES AND WAGES!
FREE TRANSPORTATION ! GENEROUS VACATIONS !
More than 300,000 Americans
Japan, Africa, The -South

f

SHERWOOD CDP-100 COMPACT AUDIO DISC PLAYER
The CDP-10 Compact Disc Player from Sherwood features easy access front loading, single track selection
and two speed fast forward with reverse.
Reg. 399.95
NOW 369.95

STARMAN

864-3900

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT

15 Court Square, Suite 1030
Boston MA 02108 Tel. (617) 723-3277
515 Madison1 Ave., Suite 1313
New York, NY 10022 Tel (212) 355-5240

II I
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valuable!

I

Harvey Shapiro

*i

ho I.
r TuTh after 6pm
i I,
o
·r Wh AeatAkut Cmim.
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All this work can be done in your home!

For professional and confidential consultations regarding your present and future \VISA status and right to
work in the United States contact:
The law offices of

MAGNAVOX FD-2020 COMPACT DISC
DIGITAL AUDIO PLAYER
Simple top-loading, single button play and next track
touch play are just a few of many features built-in.
PLUS with your purchase of any 4 CD's (Record Dept.),
you'll receive a $50 Rebate directly from Magnavox.
Comp. Value 399.95
NOW 299.95

4

* Arabic * Chinese'* Danish * Dutch
0 Farsi O French O German O Greek
0 Italian * Japanese O Korean
e Norwegian * Polish v Portuguese
0 Romanian * Spanish * Swedish
and others.

Foreign language typists also needed.

Foreign Students

ir4i

Jo
ii V
rl

We are currently seeking translatorsfor:

Into-English translations from Russian, East
European languages and many others also
available.

"Commons should be for men
ornly, because women in general
eat less than men," she added.
Lawrence Maguire, associate
director of Housing and Food
Services, said there was "no easy
answer" to the problem, of why
commons cost so much.

.

i- -,

I

ing options last spring, she said,
but, the response "was so scarce
and mixed that I couldn't tell
what our residents want . . We
cannot do anything unless we
know what people want."

etc.," she explained.

Translations into your native language are
needed for industrial literature. You will be well
paid to prepare these translations on an
occasional basis. Assignments are made
according to your area of technical knowledge.

Yourforeign
language
ability

action so far, although there was
widespread-complaint about the
high cost of commons, according
to Karen Lee '86, commons
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the IBM PC, and preferably some
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Volleyball 2nd in nation

(Continuedfrom page 12)
services, the score was tied at 6.
Calvin pulled ahead to 8-6, but
MIT got three to go up 9-8.
The score was soon 10-10.
Each point was a battle, with neither team staying ahead by more
than one point. Calvin pushed
ahead 14-13, and tipped a ball
between MIT's front and back
lines to win, 15-13, and temporarily avoided elimination.
Fired up by the Calvin capitalized on MIT mistakes to gain a
5-3 lead in the fourth game. With
momentum and crowd against it,
MIT went to work.
Koster served for one and Chin
added three more, with Cantu
covering the net, to put MIT
ahead 7-6. Smith had three,
Munro two, and the lead grew.
Ahead 12-9, the Engineers

The Tech
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gays at mit

wentt in for the kill. Each player
mad e her appropriate contribution at the right moment. Highligh ts included a barrage of
Can tu spikes and services by
Chini and Kauth. The Calvin defensee could not hold, and the En-gineeers advanced to the finals
with a 15-10 win.
Tournament Notes
Lcori Cantu was one of six
play(ers named to the all-tournament t team. Also named were
Laur ra Arganza of La Verne and
Chriisty Wada, Carol Lipson,
Moll ly Wheatley, and Karin Kalk,
all o f UCSD.
Thhe final match between MIT
and UCSD was videotaped and
will be shown on ESPN on Decemitber 13 at 10 pm, December
14 a t 4:30 pm and on December
27 a t 3 pm.

MIT, Room 50-306, Cambridge, MA 02139

(617) 253-5440

To the MIT community:
GAMIT stationery with the above logo was
recently stolen from the GAMIT Lounge. Please
call x3-5440 to verify anything received on GAMIT
stationery

A $50 reward is offered for information leading
to the return of documents.and other items that
were stolen.

Volleyball earns respect

Anyone with information about the break-in
should call GAMIT at x3-5440 or Linda Vau ghan
at x3-4861.

watched not with contempt, as
they had done to some degree in
1983, but with concern.
MIT played well against
UCSD. The Tritons' victory was
not easy. While UCSD was clearly the better team, MIT made it
earn the national championship
before the television cameras of
ESPN. UCSD won the match,
but MIT held its own.
So, while the volleyball team
may have lost its last game of its
phenomenal season, the season
did not end on a losing note. The
team members can hold their
heads high, for in Elmhurst, Illinois, on Dec. 7 and 8, 1984,
starters Julie Koster, Anella
Munro, Lori Cantu, Janette
Kauth, Jenny Smith, and Rachel
Chin, as well as head coach
Karyn Altman and everyone affiliated with the MIT volleyball
program went out winners.
They earned respect.

(Continued from page 12)
advanced them to the 1984 championship tournament was described by MIT's sports information director, Ken Cerino, as
"one of the all-time greatest
sports wins in MIT history."
Last weekend at Elmhurst College,- the women's volleyball team
went further than. any other team
in any sport in MIT history. MIT,
sparked by the play of 1983 AllAmerican Lori Cantu, put together a team victory over 10thranked Calvin College.
Perhaps more important than
the victory was the reaction of
supporters of UCSD and La
Verne who had travelled from the
beaches of California to wintery
Chicago to watch their teams
compete against squads from
Michigan and Massachusetts.
As MIT took control of its semifinal match against Calvin,
UCSD and La Verne fans

DECEMBER 1 , 1984
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INVESTMENT BANKING
INVITATION TO -RECEPTION AT LEHMAN
BROTHERS IN NEW YORK ON DECEMBER 20
The Wall Street firm of Lehman Brothers invites undergraduate students interested in investment banking to attend a reception at the I
firm's headquarters in New York at 5p.m. on Thursday December 20. i
Anyone interested in this opportunity to explore career oportunities
in investment banking should give their name to Kathi Marshall,
Office of Career Services, Room 12-170 (x3-4733). More information
about the reception and about Lehman Brothers is available in the
office.
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The last people to charge
money for Christmas were Ebenezer Scrooge and
other car rental companies.
Not Ajax. Rent one of our fine cars for a minimum four-day period including Christmas Day
and get Christmas free.
Ajax has a gift for combining everyday low
prices, convenience, and personal service...
every day of the year.
Charge you for Christmas? Bah, humbug!
FINANCIAL DISTRICT
DOWNTOWN BOSTON
281 Franklin St.

57 Park Plaza

542-4196

423-3550

CAMBRIDGE

SURBURBAN AREAS

497-4848

1-800-732-3477

424 Mass Ave. (Central Sq.)

Call Toll Free

Ajax
REN
.- t rCAR

All available at Harvard Square. Selected items
at M.I.T. Student Center, Children's Medical Center and One Federal St., Boston. Harvard Square
store open Mon. - Sat. till Christmas, 9:20 to 9 pm,
Sundays noon to 7pm. Coop Charge, Mastercard, Visa and American Express welcome.
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By Victor J. Diniak
ELMHURST, 111. - The women's volleyball team concluded,
its season Saturday night as the
runner-up to the NCAA Division
III national champion University
of California at San Diego
(UCSD). The Tritons swept MIT
15-7, 15-12, 15-9, to capture their
second national championship in
four years.
UCSD capitalized on MIT's
poor passing and gained a 10-1
lead in the first game of the bestof-five match. The Engineer defense pulled together, handling
much of what UCSD threw at it.
The offense, battled back with six
points. The deficit, however, was
too great.
UCSD passed well and drilled
deep shots. The Triton defense
keyed off of co-captain Anella
Munro '85 and Lori Cantu '85 at
the net, sending up three blockers
and shutting down a major portion of the MIT offense. UCSD
took the game 15-7.
Cantu and M~unro managed to
penetrate UCSD's blockers in
game two, and the entire team
blocked well. Co-captain Julie'
Koster '85, Janette Kauth '85,
Jenny Smith '86, and Rachel
Chin '87 provided the offense, as
the Einginleers gained a 7-0.
.The Tritons' defense handled
many difficult shots, while its offense won some hard points.
MIT also played well, but UCSD
caught MIT at 12, and its more
powerful offense and tough defense on key plays in the end
earned a 15-12 win.
UCSD continued its drive in
game three, drilling in three
straight points. Smith, however,
answered with three, and Munro
added another before UCSD
broke the game open, running
the score to 10-4.
The Triton defense blocked ev-
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erything MIT sent over the net.
The UCSD blockers once again
shut down Munro and (Cantu,
and while Koster, Kauth, and
Chin made their shots off of
Smith's sets, it was clear that
nothing was going to stop
UCSD's drive to the title.
UCSD went up 12-5. The Engineers mounted a final attack, but
it wasn't quite enough. UCSD
put the match away, ending the
Engineers' dream of bringing
home a national championship.
Despite the loss, head coach
Karyn Altmarn '78 was pleased
with- her team's play.
Altman attributed the loss to
several factors. "We were nervous
in the beginning and didn't pass
well," she said. "Our indecision
at times cost us."
The biggest factor, Altman
felt, was experience. The Tritons
have been to the finals for the
past four years.
"They didn't feel the pressure
as much," she said. "They played
their attack well, set and passed
well, and their middle hitters
played great."
MIT advanced to the finals for
the first time in the team's history
with a 3-1 win over the Lady
Knights of Calvin College.
The first game in the semi-final
match started out as a repeat of
last year's semi-final loss. MIT
fell behind early, 8-2, unable to
put its game together before a
large, spirited Calvin crowd.
Cantu 's services added the
spark needed to get the MIT machine rolling in the direction that
earned it a berth in nationals.
Cantu served six times. Two
went unreturned. 1Mfunro and
Kauth provided some net support
but Cantu did the rest, tying the
score-at eight.
The Calvin crowd was silent,
as the fired-up Enlgineers brought
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blocking by Smith and Cantu
and hits by Koster and Chin.
Calvin called tim'e, regrouped,
and battled back to 10-7 before
Cantu stopped its run.
Kauth and Cantu brought the
Engineers to within one point of
the win, but Calvin once again
battled back. Several MIT mis-takes later, the score was 14-10.
The Lady Knights added one
more point before making a mis'take on a serve by Chin, which
cost them the game, 15-11.
The third game was a marathon contest. After a total of 36
{Please turn to page 11)

Tech photo by Victor J. Diniak

Jennifer Smith '86
block a spike from
player at the N\lCAA
onship at Elmhurst

(left) and co-captain Julie Koster '85
a University of California at San Diego
Division III Women's Volleyball ChampiCollege Sunday.

Track ties Dive i Holy Cross
By Christopher Y. Kim
The indoor track team tied v-isiting Division I rival Holy Cross
68-68 Friday, ending MIT's 13meet winning streak. The Engineers' unbeaten streak in dual
meets now stands at 19.
Weightman Pat Parris '85 led
the 35-pound weight throw with

56 '
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and Grieg Procopio

'85 took third with 48 '.
MIT did not fare as well in the
horizontal jumping events. Ed
Martin '85 was the only EngineerI
to place in either event, finishing

acle. The marching band, which
had lightened the atmosphere
with "Rubber Ducky," fidgeted.
The cheerleaders and fans
crossed their fingers, anxiously
awaiting the final seconds.
As the ball was put into play,
somehow, miraculously, like receiving a Doug Flutie pass, Mike
McElroy '87 found himself with
the ball. As he shot, the ball
seemed to hang in the air for
hours. As it hit the rim and
bounced away, Randy Nelson '86
tried a desperation rebound tip-in
which also missed.
The loss was heartbreaking for
the Engineers.
MIT had taken a 30-26 lead in
the first half. The game began
with sloppy play from both sides,
but soon transformed into a
iMcElroy-Charlie Theuer '85 vs.
Rob Buzzell-Steve Williams show.

McElroy and Theuer tallied 22 of
MIT's first-half points, while
Buzzell and Williams scored 14
of the Pilgrims' first 26.
In the first half the Engineers
displayed flashes of good defense
and rebounding. Craig Poole '86
finished the game with 5 steals,
most of them coming before
half-time. The Engineers never
really capitalized on these steals,
however. Many times an outlet
pass after a steal would be intercepted by the Pilgrims.
McElroy finished with It rebounds on the day while Nelson
and Theuer followed with 7 and
6, respectively, to lead the Engineers in that department.
A key factor in the Engineers'
loss was an injury to floor leader
Jim Egan '86. Egan hurt his ankle midway through the first half
and was not able to return. While
Chris Yu '85 filled Egan's shoes
··
a''ig
B~B~BP
nicely, the team did not seem to
be as organized without Egan's
leadership on the court.
MIT powerhouses McElroy
and Theuer did not score a single
point in the second half. Poor
shooting, fouls and errant passes
by the hosts allowed the Pilgrims
to win. The Engineers definitely
had their opportunities, but
could not turn them into points.
The Engineers shot a dismal 39
percent from the free throw line
and 40 percent from the floor
during the game. The Pilgrims
shot 56 percent from the line and
-46 percent from the floor.
One bright spot for the Engineers in the second half was the
tenacious play of Evan Pratt '87.
Pratt shot 4-4 from the floor and
grabbed four rebounds.
Tech photo by Bill Johnson
The team's next game is ThursA New England College player blocks Chris Yu '85's shot in day against Salve Regina in IRockSaturday's match in duPont Gymnasium.
well Cage at 7 pm.
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the score to 14-9, with Cantu
pounding repeated spikes, while
Munro, Koster, Kauth, Chin, and
Smith provided both defensive
and offensive support.
Calvin refused to die without a
fight. The Lady Knights played
tough defense, neutralized a
strong effort by Munro, and
brought the score to 14-13. Katth
put an end to Calvin's comeback
with a commanding--spike, as the
Engineers took the game 15-13 to
go up 1-3 in the match.
MIT continued its roll in the
second game, amassing a 104
lead on strong team play, with

Late basket sinks Bends hoop
By Paul Paternoster
The crowd in Rockwell Cage
was left stunned as men's basketball coach Fran O'Brienn called
his team's last time-out.,
The Engineers were engaged in
a grueling battle with the New
England College Pilgrims on Saturday afternoon, and with only
three seconds left in the game,
found themselves behind by two
points.
Senior Chris Surette had given
the Pilgrims a 59-57 lead, sinking
a two-pointer with only three
ticks left onl the clock.
The tension had mounted during the second half as an MIT
eight-point lead evaporated. The
last five minutes of the game were
a back-and-fort} struggle, each
team inching ahead, only to lose
its lead to the opponent.
The crowd hoped for a mir-
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third in the long jump and seconld in the triple jump.
Co-captain Ron Smith '85
leaped to first place with 6'-2",
and Brad Smith '85 took third
with 5' 10" in the high jump.
Ross Dreyer '86 vaulted to first
with 13 ' 3 " in the pole vault, and
teammate James Henderson '87
followed in third with 11 ' 6".
Gordon Holterman '87 led the
pack for most of the 1500-meter
race, only to finish second. Rod
Hinman '88 snared third.
The sprinting events continued
to be an MIT strength. Freshman
Sean Garrett '88 won the 55-meter hurdles in 8.10 seconds.
Steve Marshall '88 and Joe Peters '88 tied for second in the 55meter dash.
The intermediate sprinters contributed a lot of points for the
Engineers. Dan Lin '86 had to
come from behind in the 400-meter dash to win by two-hundredths of a second in 52.22.
Mike Hammond '87 also had to
come from behind to take third.
Dave Richards '86 broke the
facility record for the 500-meter
dash with 1:06.34, but so did his
opponent, and Richards had to
settle for second. John Hrad-

nansky '85 cruised into third
place with 1:08.5.
Co-captain Ron Smith '85
dominated the pack in the 800meter run, winning in 1:58.56.
Andrew Peddie '86 followed in
second with 2:00.57.
Holterman could not quite
catch up with the leader in the
1000-meter run and finished second with 2:38.12.
MIT's hopes to keep its winning streak alive were dashed in
the 3000-meter run.
Bill Bruno '85 led for the first
half of the race in a fast start,
but he finished third in 8:55.4.
The Engineers needed the final
two relays to keep head coach
Gordon Kelly's unbeaten streak
alive. It looked like the streak
was at an end, as the first two
legs of the 1600-meter relay, Marshall and Teddy Bosey '88, could
not pass the Crusaders.
Lin finally overtook his opponent on the last half of his leg,
and anchor Richards blew open
what had been a tight-race.
The relay team of Peddie,
Hradnansky, Holterman, and
Ron Smith had no trouble dispatching the Crusaders in the
3200-meter relay, winning in
8:11.71 and earning the tie.

Column/Victor J. Diniak

Volleyball iAon respect
The women's volleyball team,
under the direction of secondyear head coach Karyn Altman
'78 and co-captains Julie Koster
'85 and Anella Munro '85, ended
its season Saturday night on the
Campus of Elmhurst College,
home of the defending NCAA
Division III national champions.
Anyone reading the scores in
the Boston Globe scoreboard section would think that the Engineers' season ended in defeat. MIT
was swept by the University of
California at San Diego (UCSD),
15-7, 15-12, 15-9.
This perception couldn't be
further from the truth.
Last year's team had the same
basic core as this year's squad.
MIT made it to the 1983 NCAA
Division III National Championships with the distinction of being the only undefeated Division
III team in the nation.
They were beaten in the semifinals by UCSD and lost the consolation game to the defending
national champions and tournament hosts, the University of La
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Verne, to take fourth place.
MIT did not play well in La
Verne. Critics argued that the Engineers' 41-0'record going in the
championships was deceptive because of the lack of strong competition. Still, the Engineers' final ranking-was fourth, and for
her team's accomplishments, Altman was named Division III
Coach of the Year.
This year MIT answered the
critics. The Engineers went out of
their way to seek out tougher
competition, travelling far from
home to compete against stronger teams, not only in Division
III, but also in Divisions I and
II.
The Engineers still compiled an
impressive 35-4 record, even with
the tougher competition.
Among the Engineers' greatest
accomplishments was a victory
Dec. 1st against top-ranked Juniata College in Juniata before a
large partisan crowd.
The Engineers' 13-8, 15-8, 515, 12-15, 15-11 victory which
(Please turn to page 11)

